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Eligibility/Registration 

• All players must present wildcards when registering to participate. 

• Each participant must have registered and submitted a wavier and entry fee ($10) by the deadline. 

• Undergraduate and graduate students, faculty and staff are eligible to participate. 

• There will be a Men’s Division and a Women’s Division 

• Participants will compete in a preliminary round, and 10 finalists from each division will be selected to 

compete in a Championship Final. 
 
SCORING/COMPETING 

Each participant is allowed one punt, one pass and one placekick as part of his or her competition. Scores are 

based on both distance and accuracy. For example,  a kick that travels 100 total feet but only travels 70 feet 

vertically down the field will have a final score of 70 feet. A kick that travels 75 total feet but travels 70 feet 

vertically down the field will also have a final score of 70 feet. Participants cannot receive a negative score, but 

they can receive a score of zero. A participant's final score is his or her cumulative total for the three individual 

events. For example, if the participant scores 40 for punting, 60 for passing and 22 for kicking, the participant's 

final score would be 122. If a participant goes over the line prior to or before releasing or making contact with 

the ball, he or she is penalized five feet. The only exception is in kicking, where a participant may go over the 

line without penalty, provided the tee is placed on or behind the line. There is no violation if the kicking tee is 

kicked with the football during the kicking event. Scores are determined from where a participant's 

punt/pass/kick first makes contact with the ground. Bounces or rolls do not add to the score. If a participant tries 

to punt, pass or kick and misses the ball completely, it does not count as an attempt, and another attempt is 

allowed.  
 
REGULATIONS 

All equipment, other than shoes, needed for the competition, are provided by the Villanova IMs. Participants 

may not utilize their own equipment (such as tees or footballs). 


